
BY TOM BRYANT

HOW would you like to invest 15 minutes of your time
and receive several hours in return? If you are

interested, please read on.
If you are like most systems programmers, the EREP listing

is a monstrous printout with the following characteristics:

● it is generated once a day or once a week
● IBM customer engineers live for the

moments they read it
● it contains scores of graphs that

mean nothing to most of us
● old listings gather dust in

computer rooms

If this is your vision of the
Environmental Record Editing and
Printing Program (EREP), then be
prepared for a wonderful revelation.
You can use EREP daily to notably
simplify those OS/390 (and related)
problems that always find their way to you.
In this practical article, the following areas will
be discussed:

● the four types of EREP jobs and when to run each
● additional EREP keywords of note
● a review of EREP record types
● why EREP can be better than SYSLOG for problem

solving
● how to force EREP recording for software errors

The primary reference for this article was the EREP Users
Guide and Reference for Release 3.5.0 (GC28-1378). EREP

Release 3.5.0 is somewhat outdated, but I have run the examples
presented here for a number of years with great success.

Before I begin, I want to mention that all five EREP
sample jobs are available on the NaSPA web site as file-
name BRYA0601.ZIP. To access, go to www.naspa.com

and click on “Coding Samples from Articles.”
The member list and explanations of each

file are as follows:

● EREPCLRP — clears the
SYS1.LOGREC dataset

● EREPDLYP — event history
using the SYS1.LOGREC
dataset

● EREPHDTP — detail print
using past EREP information
(ACCIN DD statement)

● EREPHSTP — event history
using past EREP information
(ACCIN DD statement)

● EREPALLP — detail print using the
SYS1.LOGREC dataset

An EREP event history job will process against the
SYS1.LOGREC dataset. This report will produce one-line
events for the hardware and software errors found. See Figure
1. All of the EREP jobs will execute the IFCEREP1 program
with a PARM of CARD indicating that the SYSIN DD
statement will provide input. For the event history against the
SYS1.LOGREC dataset the noteworthy keywords are
EVENT=Y and HIST=N. These parameters state that the
system should run an event history (EVENT=Y), but the
system should not use a history file (this stipulation will be
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covered next). For the EREP jobs, the ACC,
TRENDS and ZERO keywords will all be
turned off because no records are being
copied to an output dataset (ACC=N), no
trends report is desired (TRENDS=N), and
you do not want the EREP SYS1.LOGREC
dataset (ZERO=N) to be cleared. Make sure
that ZERO=N is specified for all the EREP
jobs you run. You should only clear this
dataset with an installation production job
that copies these records to an EREP history
dataset. It is best to set the TABSIZE key-
word to the largest value for EREP internal
workspace and specify a linecount of 60.

You must review the EREP event history if
want detailed EREP record information. See
Figures 2 and 3. To print this record, you
must specify EREP DATE and TIME para-
meters to tell EREP exactly what detail
record to print. To specify a TIME parameter
you must also specify a DATE parameter.

You must also specify the TIME as one
minute before and one minute after what
you want to see. IBM should let you specify
the TIME parameter in HH:MM:SS:TT to
allow finer granularity of print. To get a
detailed print, the noteworthy keywords are
PRINT=AL (print entire record) and
HIST=N (SYS1.LOGREC is input via the
SERLOG DD statement and no EREP history
file is to be used). The EREP detail print
will provide program status word (PSW),
general/access registers and the system
diagnostic work area (SDWA). SDWA is
invaluable if no dump is available.

If the EREP data has been copied from
SYS1.LOGREC to an EREP history file, to
get an event history to run against this history
file you will need to specify EVENT=Y
(event history is desired) and HIST=Y (use
the EREP history tape specified by the
ACCIN DD statement). See Figure 2. To get
a detailed print from the EREP history file,
use the parameters PRINT=AL (print entire
record) instead of EVENT=Y. Any time you
use the PRINT=AL option, it is prudent to
use the DATE/TIME keywords to avoid
excessive output.

You can use additional EREP keywords
to produce concise output. If your installa-
tion merges EREP records from multiple
systems into one large history file, you will
need to use the CPU keyword to split out the
records by system (LPAR, etc.). If you need
to see EREP information by device type (for
example, 3390), then specify the DEV=3390
keyword. If DEV=33XX is specified, the
XX specification is a wild card for all 33XX

devices to be reported. From personal
experience, it is helpful to see all I/O errors
(TYPE=O) for 3390 DASD devices
(DEV=3390) instead of all I/O errors for all
devices in the installation.

To get EREP information by device
type, use the DEV parameter (such as

DEV=(33XX)). Most of the time I run
EREP event histories that only report on I/O
errors for DASD (3380s or 3390s). The less
output you have to look at the better.

To get EREP information by device
address specify the CUA parameter. The
CUA parameter will take a specific address
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//EVENTHST EXEC  PGM=IFCEREP1,
//   REGION=4M,
//   PARM=’CARD’
//EREPPT DD SYSOUT=*
//TOURIST DD SYSOUT=*
//SERLOG DD DSN=SYS1.LOGREC,
// DISP=SHR
//SYSIN  DD *
EVENT=Y
HIST=N
ACC=N
LINECT=060
TABSIZE=999K
TRENDS=N
ZERO=N

/*

The key parameters for a SYS1.LOGREC event history are:

EVENT=Y
HIST=N

The key parameters for a SYS1.LOGREC detail print are:

PRINT=AL
HIST=N

FIGURE 1: JOBS RUN AGAINST THE SYS1.LOGREC
DATASET EVENT HISTORY AND DETAIL PRINT

//EVNTACC  EXEC  PGM=IFCEREP1,
//          REGION=4M,
//           TIME=1439,
//         PARM=’CARD’
//EREPPT DD SYSOUT=*
//TOURIST DD SYSOUT=*
//DIRECTWK DD UNIT=SYSDA,
//  SPACE=(CYL,(50,10))
//ACCIN  DD DSN=YOUR.LOGREC.HISTORY.DATASET,
// DISP=SHR
//SYSIN  DD *
EVENT=Y
HIST=Y
ACC=N
LINECT=060
TABSIZE=999K
TRENDS=N
ZERO=N

/*

The key parameters for a history DATASET event history are:

EVENT=Y
HIST=Y

The key parameters for an history DATASET detail print are:

PRINT=AL
HIST=Y

recommended parameters are DATE and TIME

FIGURE 2: JOBS RUN AGAINST THE EREP HISTORY
DATASET EVENT HISTORY AND DETAIL PRINT
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(such as 00E) or a mask (such as 012X).
The CUA parameter will also accept neg-
ative logic such as CUA=(N012C), which
tells the system to report on device 2C not
on channel 01.

An important EREP keyword for data
reduction is the TYPE specification. For
example, if you run with TYPE=A records,
you will get 3990 control unit alert records.
Using TYPE=C will report on channel
checks (CCH), channel record words
(CRW) and subchannel logout (SLH) con-
ditions. TYPE=O records will report on
outboard I/O errors (both temporary and
permanent I/O events indicated by
OBRTMP and OBRPRM respectively in the
EREP reports). TYPE=M will report on
machine check conditions and TYPE=S,
which will be used most often, indicates
software records. Once you run and review
these reports on a regular basis, it will
become easier to see what is happening
under the covers with your system.

READING EREP RECORDS

Finally, it is time to learn how to read these
EREP records. The system (OS/390 in our
case) will write records to the LOGREC
dataset for hardware problems such as
machine checks, I/O problems (both tempo-
rary and permanent) and software recovery for
hardware failures such as program and restart
checks. Other software errors are abnormal
terminations (ABENDS), address space ter-
mination (CALLRTM TYPE=MEMTERM)
and a recovery routine requesting EREP
recording. You can use OS/390 serviceability
level indication processing (SLIP) to force
EREP recording for software errors. The
three types of software records in EREP are
SDWA (acquired by recovery routines), lost
records and symptom records. The lost
record summary is created when the
LOGREC buffer is full (due to the number
of records being written) and the symptom
record is a warning type record that is
issued by the developers of a given software
component when potential problems are
identified. EREP software record keywords
are as follows:

● PIDS/PPPPCCCCC — identifies
the program, microcode or base
control program (BCP) identifier.
The first four characters are the product
name and the last five characters are
he component.

● RIDS/PPPPCCCCC — this is the same
as PIDS/PPPPCCCCC except this is the
name of a module, csect, macro, access
method or subroutine.

● AB/SXXXX — S0XXX for a SYSTEM
abend (three digits) UXXXX for a
USER abend (four digits).

● PRCS/XXXXX — this could be any of
the following: return code, reason code,
status code, or feedback code.

● REGS/XXXXX — register associated
with problem or register/PSW difference.
This field does not take into account
31-bit addressing.

● PCSS/XXXXX — a software statement
such as the name of a panel.

● LVLS/XXXXX — the level of the failing
component could be SMP/E fmid,
DFSMS/MVS level, or CP level

● VALU/XXXXX — the value in a field
or register

From personal experience, it is best to
key in on the abend code (AB/SXXX) and
the reason code (PRCS/XXXXX). While
the other information is helpful in creating
IBMLINK searches, you may be tempted to

just take the arguments and perform a
search rather than learn what problem
occurred. In the past, IBM abbreviated the
EREP event history and IBM should return
to a more abbreviated listing (or give the
user options as to what data is reported).
Some installations will run the unformatted
EREP records through SAS (or an equivalent
product) to produce customized reports.
Most installations can not dedicate the time
to this endeavor and need to directly interpret
the EREP listings. EREP reports software
abends (SFTABN) (such as 013, 04E and
04F) where MVS recovery has been involved.
EREP also reports program interruptions
(such as 0C1, 0C4) as SFTPI records.

In Figure 3, the system reported a DASD
error last night. While it is important to
review the system SYSLOG, it is a tedious
job due to the voluminous amount of mes-
sages issued. After running an EREP event
history and reviewing it, an abend was
issued from an OS/390 functional recovery
routine (FRR) since there is no jobname in
this field. Any time that you see NONE-
FRR in an EREP event history listing you
should investigate further. There are also
repeated S089 and S028 abends logged to
EREP. The S089 indicates a paging I/O
operation from the auxiliary storage manager
(ASM) resulting in a permanent I/O error
(could be a hardware or software problem).
The S028 abend indicates the system could
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02 50 23 91 NONE-FRR SFTABN 05 PIDS/5752SC1CW RIDS/NUCLEUS#L
RIDS/ILRCMP AB/S0089 PRCS/00000000 REGS/0E01E REGS/0A129

02 50 23 94 DUMPSRV  SFTABN 04 PIDS/5752SC1CM RIDS/IGC0005A#L
RIDS/IEAVTSWO AB/S0028 PRCS/65010910 REGS/0C1FE
RIDS/IEAVTDWT#R

02 50 35 51 PAGE ERR OBRPTH 04 0212 3390  28  06 0200 08800601 C427E14D
0074FF04 050EF404 E10121FC 00164BC0 08914C00 00007404 74236

02 50 38 78 PAGE ERR OBRPRM 05 0212 3390  27  06 0200 08800601 8427E14D
0074FF04 0512F404 E10121FC 00164BC0 08914C00 00007404 74236

02 50 48 51 NONE-FRR SFTABN 05 PIDS/5752SC1CW RIDS/NUCLEUS#L
RIDS/ILRCMP AB/S0089 PRCS/00000000 REGS/0E01E REGS/0A129

02 50 48 53 DUMPSRV  SFTABN 04 PIDS/5752SC1CM RIDS/IGC0005A#L
RIDS/IEAVTSWO AB/S0028 PRCS/65010910 REGS/0C1FE
RIDS/IEAVTDWT#R

FIGURE 3: AN EREP EVENT HISTORY OF LAST NIGHT’S DASD PROBLEM

10 51 14 37 N/A MDR 00 030C 3490 42
10 54 00 68 N/A MDR 02 0309 3490 42
11 02 20 03 N/A SFTSYM 03 PIDS/5695DF115  LVLS/DFSMSV1R2
11 02 20 06 MSTJCL00 SFTABN 02 PIDS/5695DF115 RIDS/IGWLHHLS#L
11 02 20 07 MSTJCL00 SFTABN 01 RIDS/IGWLHHLS#L RIDS/#UNKNOWN AB/S00F4
11 07 41 85 *MASTER* OBRPRM 05 000F SWCH  NA  00 8200 2000C400
11 08 12 14  N/A IPL 05       00 DF

FIGURE 4: AN EREP EVENT HISTORY AFTER LOSING A SYSTEM (A SITUATION)
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not complete a paging I/O operation. Among
the software records are the I/O OBRPTH
records for a 3390 UNIT 0212. The next step
is to run a detailed EREP report and specify
TYPE=O (I/O records) for the time these
problems occurred. You can analyze and
solve the problem in minutes!

You should use EREP before SYSLOG to
solve problems, since EREP loggings occur
much earlier than SYSLOG and sometimes
the system hangs with a SYSLOG message
(as in a JES2 problem). However, some-
times EREP recording will not work. In
OS/390 SPIN LOOP situations, only a
standalone dump will be the absolute
diagnostic to solve this problem (since the
system is seized up and no EREP loggings
can occur). In many OS/390 abends that
occur where recovery is successful, there
will be no corresponding SYSLOG message
(why should there be when recovery was
possible?). EREP will show this recovery
and provide clues as to which OS/390 com-
ponents are in trouble so you can really see
what happened. In many situations, the
EREP listing will show the critical events
that occurred before the IPL record. See
Figure 4. Notice the MSTJCL00 (OS/390
master JCL) records with the abend S0F4
entries. It would be well worth your time to
investigate these abends.

Other software abend (SFTABN)
records, such as operator cancel
(AB/S0222), subtask termination where
DETACH STAE=NO was issued for a

subtask before that subtask ended
(AB/S013E), other flavors of X22 abends
(such as S0522 and S0622), and out-of-
storage abends (S80A and S878) are
somewhat interesting but are really not
much help. The AB/S013E SFTABN
records serve no purpose and are actually
quite annoying. What is unfortunate is
that currently there is no IBM mechanism
to suppress these records!

The IBM serviceability level indication
processing (SLIP) mechanism will allow a
SLIP trap to force abend recording to
SYS1.LOGREC. In a NON-PER (non-pro-
gram event recording) SLIP trap, specifying
ACTION=RECORD will do this.

SUMMARY

I hope I have provided you with some
tools to quickly solve many of your OS/390
problems. If you invest the time to create
your own EREP library of various jobs, I
assure you that you will isolate problems
quickly, even for areas in which you have
no previous experience. Using EREP will
save you more time for other tasks.
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